WORKSHOP: “REACH BEFORE YOU TEACH:
Strengthening your students’ engagement through Social Emotional Learning
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Building A Positive, Trusting Classroom Environment.

TARGET: this WORKSHOP has been
designed for:
- Primary & High school Teachers.
- School Head Teachers, Coordinators, &
Directors of Study.
- Teacher Training Students.
- Facilitators, Coaches.
- Educators in general.

The Workshop introduces effective tools to
learn and reinforce the language while
providing practical techniques and useful
activities to develop Social Emotional
Learning in your class.
It offers hands-on ideas, easy to carry out in
your daily class.

WORKSHOP: “REACH BEFORE YOU TEACH:
Strengthening your students’ engagement through
Social Emotional Learning
As educators, we are always concerned about classroom management and
student engagement, looking for effective strategies to try in our lessons.
ü

When we want to reinforce our students' engagement in learning, it is valuable to
have creative tools that help us effectively reach students intellectually, socially
and emotionally.
ü

Implementing Social Emotional Learning will help learners not only to be better
students, but to grow to be better people.
üEffective SEL programming fosters five interrelated sets of cognitive, affective and
behavioral competencies: Self-awareness, Self-management,
Social awareness, Relationship skills, Responsible decision-making.
ü

CONTENTS:
In this workshop, we will show how more social and emotional learning can also
build academic success and how these engaging activities suggested in class can be
used in a consistent manner as an integral part of the language class.
üWe will present examples of activities on how to engage all learners in the lesson
supporting collaboration, communication and conflict-resolution skills, such as
developing shared social norms, forging a class identity through getting to know
each other activities and engaging students in challenging topics with opportunities
to share personal reactions and responses while creating ways to express what they
are feeling.
üTeachers, as relationship builders and inspirers of student engagement, should
empower learners by focusing on engagement: “Caring Makes the Difference”.

About Grace Bertolini
Grace Bertolini is an experienced EFL- ESL Teacher Educator
specialized in Learning Organizations, Multiple Intelligences,
Classroom Management, Cooperative Learning, Learning and the
Brain, Social Emotional Learning, Conflict Resolution, Responsive
Classrooms and Positive Education at school.
Her mother tongue is Spanish and she speaks English, French,
Italian and Portuguese and she has studies in Physical Education.
She has got a Neuro Learning Degree that has allowed her to
incorporate tools for brain-compatible learning in a positive,
healthy and inclusive educational environment.
For more than 35 years she has taught all levels and ages at
bilingual schools and Private Schools of English and she has been
the Head at several bilingual Institutions in Buenos Aires,
Argentina.
She is a Bilingual Facilitator for Peace Education Foundation (USA)
and an International Certified Positive Discipline Classroom
Educator for Positive Discipline Association (USA) . She has got a
degree in Innovation in Education. At present, she also delivers
courses for Asociación Educar de Neurociencias in Argentina.
As Life long Education Director, she designs Courses, Workshops
and E-books for Preschool, Kindergarten, Primary and High school
classes and delivers Professional Development Presentations
nationwide and abroad on Social Emotional Learning, Conflict
Resolution, Classroom Management, Innovative Education and
teaching EFL/ESL effectively.
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